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1. Gardens & Villa at the M-Shop in Fall 2014.
2. SKATERS at the M-Shop in Fall 2014.
3. Stick Figure at the M-Shop in Fall 2014.
4. Jake Kemble of Kick at the Iowa Music Store in Winter 2015
5. Ursa Bones at the Iowa Music Store in Fall  2014 during Maximum Ames Music Festival.
6. Minneapolis band Kick at the Iowa Music Store in Winter 2015. 
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FAN-ADDICTS
When It’s More Than Just A Game
     Imagine the entire world wakes up 
tomorrow, and the idea of sports—the 
memories of wins and losses and the tossing 
balls—has vanished. Besides viewing the 
massive stadiums planted everywhere as 
playpens inserted by extraterrestrial forces, 
what would change?
For starters, located all around your house 
would be sports paraphernalia of humanized 
animals striking warrior poses, looking 
vicious and unforgiving. Feeling uneasy, you 
would move them into an empty closet, lay a 
blanket over them or completely dispose of 
them, fearful of what they represent. 
Next, you would cruise through your 
recent texts and notice something—you 
recognize the names, but how the hell 
do you know these people, since most 
of your relationships hitherto have been 
formed thanks to the bonding nature of           
sporting events?
Beginning in elementary school, sports 
play a central role in the development of 
kids’ and their parents’ social lives. And the 
professional games are running nonstop 
in the household, because in the words of 
Tyler Gilbreath, a sophomore in agricultural 
biochemistry and microbiology, “Sports are 
important because they give the average 
person something to root for.” 
This is the root of fandom that is ingrained in 
our culture—so much so in Gilbreath’s case 
that out of the roughly 200 games hosted at 
ISU since Gilbreath was in second grade, he 
has attended 179 of them.
The way he defines fandom—for 
himself at least—is “going to 
games and sticking through with 
them.  It’s sticking with the programs 
and cheering through the Chizik era, 
may he never win another game, and 
McDermott years and then going 
crazy in the Hoiberg and Rhoads era,” 
Gilbreath says referring to past Iowa 
State coaches.
Is the degree to which sports has overcome 
people’s lives—for example, when Iowa 
State students waited outside to purchase 
tickets for the Kansas game this season 
three nights ahead of time—necessary, and 
does it even make sense? Basically, fans are 
rooting for a jersey, what that represents and 
an institution more than the actual human 
beings on the field because the humans 
are dispensable, in the eyes of the fan. And 
the objective for each team is to win the 
championship—but there can only be one 
team that wins. It’s likely that it will not be 
yours, and you’ll be ending the season with 
disappointment. 
The small wins along the way must be 
enough to satisfy the fan’s thirst to return 
season after season. And even if you lose, 
you lose together. So, in a way, despite 
the crushing blow of a loss, it is ultimately 
therapeutic that the disappointment with the 
fandom, a team or a family in itself.
However, when a team loses, can a fan 
take their dissatisfaction too far? Jamie 
Highland, a sophomore in agriculture and 
society, believes that when it comes to 
sports “a person [probably] never takes their     
love too far.” 
But Gilbreath remembers an instance where 
maybe an opponent’s particular fan took 
his love and used it to act out when his           
team lost.
“The Kansas State basketball fan bumping 
into the Kansas basketball player after 
Kansas State beat Kansas [this past season]  
was too far,” he says.
But he sympathizes with the passion.
“Many fans, including myself, would like to 
do that to a player we hate—I was and still 
am so invested that I still read everything 
and anything I can on ISU basketball. 
Because of all this, I take all losses 
personally, and after each loss I do get upset, 
sad and angry for a couple hours after the 
game,” he says.
Both Highland and Tyler unabashedly place 
their quality of life in the context of sports.
“Being a fan for me has had its up and 
downs, with good seasons and bad seasons,” 
Highland says. 
Gilbreath can pinpoint specific periods and 
how his attitude fluctuated accordingly.
“Being a fan can either boost a 
good mood or a horrible mood. The 
McDermott years were not that good 
to my well being, but in the era of The 
Mayor, life has been good,” he says.
All the bad years taken into account, 
Gilbreath cannot imagine sports subtracted 
from his world. 
“They have played a central role in my life. 
Without them I do not know what my life 
would look like—I probably could be on a 
second Ph.D. in some biochemistry field,” 
he says.
For both Gilbreath and Highland, imagining 
life without sports—all its burdens but 
mostly all its treasures—would simply be 
unimaginable, unrecognizable and not 
worth getting out of bed for. No regrets.
Basketball fans cheer on their favorite players 
during a 3-point contest at Hilton Magic.
ISU basketball player 
Jameel McKay high 
fives fans as he exits 
Hilton Colosseum after 
Hilton Madness.
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